
↳SINGULARITESBEYOND MPLS

LORENZOTANCED i

· We eaupote Fegumon Interolin order to compute
SATERING AMPLITUDES

· Amplitudes in "physically relevant theries"

(Gange therer) have special behivers

motivated by gewend considerations in RFT

* poles when single particle go on-shell

~tS-M2
* beach ents when multiple particles go
a shell

D=2-2E

I7 -

⑮Ts-4m2)er()
problem f summ

*togoithmic imgulties (R, etc)
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ON1. You we choose integrals to

decompose"these amplitudes, which make these

properties momfest?

1. If acplitudes can be waltenin

tems ofmuemple polylogs (geometry Rieman Sphen)

we do!

->what we call CANONIAL INTELS

"pure"ints ofUNIFORM MANSC. WEIGHT

EXAMPL CNOT CANONICAL)

***-*(ft+hot
↳xweight"8" six) weight 0 & 1

will algebraic

prefactor I
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EXAMPLE (CANONICAL)

-

- same to that ->0(E)
I - ↑

I
not there go is just entres

but 0 is
a log I weight1)

a number of
weight "" with one single

olgebrain prefector

by selecting these type of intels
we relieve:

1.Into contain"brauch ents"(including square roots (

2. Overall prefectors give
thepoles Crabond functions)
=

If any
-

-
these integrals one also partically simple to compute
because they solely imple diff es in DIN REG
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IMPORTANTLY, we know how to FINDthem

withouthaving to them!
-

this is where leading singulates eat -

QUESTON

way Iwith
on intepol7, or e-etc

what is theimplestway to know if it

is e PUREINTEGRAL

ANSWER is took ofresiduesand
p=S

it-=(a(n-pi2-mi) =
Bekov
=

-#Gate(*mize)Jmz,)-
props or ->intvoioles ↳



P(s,m?z,zz) =(n-s)S +es[Z,+ze]-lEn-zz!
second order polynomial

For implicity, do ondysis in D=2-28

instead ofD=4 - 28 (two results
can be related I
->

0--odzedze zmir, (I
CONJECTURE: look atall

variables iteratively and
take all residues in E = 0 - IF:

⑯there on only simple poles & auch cuts

⑳All tender residues on EQUAL

=>the integro is CANONISA)
->

[] where expended produces only Purk

LOCARITAS, so we can neglects it
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E =0

-j↑ *Quadratic brauch
render of residue of

t

ent
zz =0

infinity

Amani
they are aloted

by global res thereue

limit to za=o

I

(Of:bE-zil
e
some structure in Z1

=--amst 6



=>indeed, only single poles and tended

totresidues one all equal sumt
-
--

for In D-2-2S is CANONIAL

D =2-2
·
Dh-2E

im feet, itturns out O- N O-

-
-Im SHIFT

so we have "proven"that -is a comical

ontegolin D =G- 22

this can be reintepleted or

-*** isOdlogkim?, zulIden
-my0dlog(s,miz)) dae of dlagmite, tillaze

↑
other

=>we say it'sin d-log FORM E

--- logs fromt



Conjecture verified in multitude ofproblems

: how do we extend this when

non-polyloy geometres one involved?

whatthegenerationofastatementeene
m

z two loop sunrise

w

-=( Bub()21
k-P

D =2-2E

- Sezza Bub"(z)

neglect
I quadic pol
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=odzBbxlze) o d7zEmiz,z)
-

save or ofthe in Z2

-Gazeta Ologmize, zueine
with an=(5-m) 02:(Vs+m)2

moreover we know that

Bubel(ze) =-umis Palog of log
N

* =*Pamyten-and odlog ofligfdlig
I

M four fault
this is Not a

A
log

2port 9



y =Tz) elliptic care

* =fo dhy odly ofdef

this is exactly one of

the differential forces that

defue "PurE"elliptic polylogs En1,z)
=-I plettpectortosee

so this endles tellsus thatwe expect

*to be "CANONCAL"1n D =2-25

andin fretitturns outto be wetable of every

order in E, im thms of pure veryfunction



PROBEM -> We need a second condidate
-

integral this fourly requires two master
- /

inteols=> M
- --

⑳-
this is the couchdate

we usually starthau
(see tolls of Albrecht

dunstoph
Sebastian C
-

According to audyis before, naively that condidate would

notwork is ithas an agentDOUBLE
POE
-

-
So how do we choose one?

-
What aboutmore complicated geometries (CYn

etc...)

?
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